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            Our 2024 Research Conference, IMA Doctoral Colloquium, and AICPA CGMA Teaching Symposium Was A Great Success!


The 2024 Management Accounting Section Midyear Meeting was held at the University of Central Florida, College of Business Administration, January 4 - 6, 2024. Thank you to all of our attendees, presenters, speaker, and all involved for a successful meeting!


                      [image: ]      [image: ]


                 [image: ]     


Thank you to our sponsors for generously supporting the Management Accounting Section Midyear Meeting
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            SAVE THE DATE! 2025 Management Accounting Section Midyear Meeting: Research Conference, IMA Doctoral Colloquium, and AICPA-CGMA Teaching Symposium


Please make plans to join us for the 2025 Management Accounting Section Midyear Meeting, which will be held at the AT&T Conference Center, University of Texas-Austin, in Austin, TX on January 9-11, 2025. 


Please keep an eye out for our call for submissions and volunteers, which will be released shortly.


We hope you can join us!  


Melissa Martin and Adam Presslee, Co-Organizers, MAS Midyear Meeting

Karen Sedatole, MAS President-Elect

Khim Kelly, MAS President


MEETINGS ARCHIVE


CLICK HERE
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            Mission Statement


[image: Mission Statement]The Management Accounting Section shall strive to stimulate and improve the teaching, researching and practice of accounting that assists in the effective and efficient management of entities. The goals of the Section include the following:


	Improve the effectiveness of instruction in management accounting by fostering development, testing and discussion of methods and materials, as well as course offerings;
	Encourage research in management accounting by facilitating the exchange of ideas and findings, and through opportunities for exposure of research results;
	Increase opportunities for the interchange of ideas among members of the academic and professional community who are interested in management accounting; and
	Encourage capable and promising accounting students to pursue careers in management accounting by enhancing their knowledge of the activities, responsibilities and opportunities offered by such careers.

 


      



		

		
			






            Governance


	Bylaws
	Officers and Committees
	Operations Manual



 



      



		


		
		
			






            Volunteer Opportunities


The success of our section relies crucially on volunteers. If you are interested in serving the section, don’t wait to be asked! With over 100 volunteer positions, you will be able to find opportunities that match your interests.



Please contact our President-Elect, Khim Kelly (Khim.Kelly@ucf.edu). 
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            Welcome to the webpage for the AAA Management Accounting Section!


A Letter from Our Section President
Khim Kelly, University of Central Florida


Dear Management Accounting Section (MAS) Members.


Welcome to the 2023/2024 year!


This year, we are excited to announce that we are looking for even more ways to connect with our members throughout the year. As part of this effort, we are pleased to invite you to join the MAS on LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12007279/)! Please use this platform to connect with the MAS community; to share teaching, research, and practice engagement resources; and to learn about our latest events.


The MAS started the new year with a great program put together by Todd Thornock and Curtis Hall (Co-Directors) at the 2023 AAA Annual Meeting in Denver, Colorado. Todd and Curtis organized 13 concurrent sessions and a panel session on “Teaching Management and Cost Accounting with Data Analytics”. We thank the authors who submitted 92 papers and the 130 volunteers who reviewed, discussed, and moderated for the Annual Meeting!


Continue Reading
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            Welcome! We're Glad You Are Here.


Our Section mission is to strive to stimulate and improve the teaching, researching and practice of accounting that assists in the effective and efficient management of entities.


Join the AAA


Take advantage of all the benefits that AAA membership has to offer:


	Access to the Digital Library where all AAA publications are searchable and downloadable.
	Reduced member pricing for article submission fees to select AAA journals.
	Enhance your career with our online Career Center. Members can post one resume for free.
	Receive registration discounts on many of our meetings and low cost Continuing Professional Education (CPE) credits.
	The opportunity to volunteer for Association-wide committees, serve in Section and Region leadership roles, and network and connect with colleagues at Association meetings.



 


Join the AAA

 


 



      




		

		

		
			 






            To join the Management Accounting Section, you must be a current member of the AAA.


CLICK HERE to become an AAA and MAS Section member or renew your membership:


Add MAS Section membership to your current AAA membership:


MEMBERSHIP ADD-ON FORM - Download and complete this form to add the International Section to your AAA membership.


Email completed form to ar@aaahq.org, or fax to 941-923-4093, or mail to American Accounting Association, 9009 Town Center Parkway, Lakewood Ranch, FL 34202.


If you have questions about membership click here: info@aaahq.org and your email will go directly to the AAA Member Services.
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            [image: Journal of Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting]


Journal of Management Accounting Research


A journal of the American Taxation Association Section of the American Accounting Association


The mission of the Journal of Management Accounting Research (JMAR) is to advance the theory and practice of management accounting through publication of high-quality applied and theoretical research, using any well-executed research method. JMAR serves the global community of scholars and practitioners whose work impacts or is informed by the role that accounting information plays in decision-making and performance measurement within organizations. Settings may include profit and not-for profit organizations, service, retail and manufacturing organizations and domestic, foreign, and multinational firms. JMAR furthermore seeks to advance an understanding of management accounting in its broader context, such as issues related to the interface between internal and external reporting or taxation. New theories, topical areas, and research methods, as well as original research with novel implications to improve practice and disseminate the best managerial accounting practices are encouraged.


JMAR publishes 3 issues per year in Spring, Summer, and Fall, and is indexed in Scopus and ESCI.


Learn More


View Journal and Early Access Content



      



		

		
			






            Senior Editor


Michal Matejka

Journal of Management Accounting Research

Arizona State University

E: michal.matejka@asu.edu


Editorial Office


JMAR@aaahq.org


Editorial Board


Impact and Journal Report
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            Award Recipients 



Best Early-Career Researcher Award (AICPA & CIMA Sponsored)


2023 Jee-Eun Shin, University of Toronto-Rotman School of Management


Impact On Management Accounting Practice Award


2024 Romana Autrey, University of Waterloo, Tim Bauer, University of Waterloo, Kevin Jackson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Elena Klevsky, University of New Mexico, " Deploying "Connectors": A Control to Manage Employee Turnover Intentions? Accounting, Organizations and Society"  Volume 79, November 2019, 101059


Jim Bulloch Award for Innovations in Management Accounting Education (IMA Sponsored)


2023 Jeremy Bentley
"Supplement to What Counts and What Gets Counted"


Journal of Management Accounting Research Best Paper Award


2024 Clara Chen, Ryan Hudgins, William Wright, "The Effect of Advice Valence on the Perceived Credibility of Data Analytics" JMAR 34(2), pp. 97-116


Lifetime Contribution to Management Accounting Award


2024 Alan Webb, University of Waterloo, for outstanding contributions to Management accounting research, education and practice. 


Management Accounting Dissertation Award (IMA Sponsored)


2023 1st Place, Grazia Xiong, Utah State University (South Carolina PhD, Andrew Newman supervisor)
"How the Level of Firm Support for Employee Volunteering Affects Employee Productivity and Altruistic Behavior Inside the Firm"


2023 Runner Up Aishwarrya Deore, Georgetown University (Michigan State PhD, Ranjani Krishnan supervisor) "Firm Responses to the Content and Emotions Expressed in Social Media Word-of-Mouth"


Management Accounting Section Midyear Meeting Best Paper Award


2024 Adam Bross, Washington State University and Ryan Sommerfeldt, Washington State University, "Whose Job is it Anyway? The Effect of the Review Process on Employee Performance."


Management Accounting Section Annual Meeting Best Paper Award (IMA Sponsored)


2023 - Jeffrey Ng, The University of Hong Kong, Sterling Huang, Singapore Management University and Walid Saffar, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
"Pay Transparency and Cost Stickiness: evidence from the Passage of State Pay Transparency Laws"


Notable Contribution to the Management Accounting Literature


2023 Win Van der Stede, The London School of Economics and Political Science, Anne Wu, National Chengchi University, and Steve Yu-Ching Wu, Western University
"An Empirical Analysis of Employee Responses to Bonuses and Penalties" (TAR 2020)


Journal of Management Accounting Research Outstanding Reviewer Award


2024 Lan Guo, Wilfred Lauier University and Tyler F. Thomas, University of Waterloo


Management Accounting Section Outstanding Case Award


2023 Jennifer Cainas, University of South Florida and Margaret Shackell, Ithaca College
"NASCAR: Using a Lean Mindset"




      



			  

			  
				  






            Award Information and Archives


	Jim Bulloch Award for Innovations in Management Accounting
	Management Accounting Section Dissertation Award
	Notable Contribution to Management Accounting Literature
	Management Accounting Section Best Early Career Researcher Award
	Impact on Management Accounting Practice Award
	Lifetime Contribution to Management Accounting Award
	JMAR Best Paper Award
	JMAR Reviewer Awards
	Service Awards
	Conference Awards
		Best Management Accounting Paper
	Best Management Accounting Reviewers - Annual Meeting
	Best Management Accounting Reviewers - Midyear Meeting
	Outstanding Paper Award
	Outstanding Case Award
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            Classroom Resources, Innovations, & Ideas


Introduction


The goal of this section of our website is to share instructional ideas and resources. While we have provided some of these resources, our hope is that the majority of this information will come from the members of our section. You can email your contribution ideas to the Chair of the Instructional Resources Committee at albie@unimelb.edu.au.






The performance management problem: Doing Your Job may be Hazardous to Your Career





Management Accounting Education-based Journal Content

 


Teaching Conferences and Symposia

 


Classroom Resources, Innovations, and Ideas

 


Current Hot Topics




ACCESS MORE RESOURCES HERE



      



		

		
			






            Scholarships & Grants


AAA Management Accounting Section PhD Student Fund


In her 2016 acceptance speech for the AAA Management Accounting Section (MAS) Lifetime Contribution to Management Accounting Award, Sue Haka of Michigan State University challenged the MAS to do more to foster management accounting doctoral students. Sue earmarked her $3,500 award to seed the MAS PhD Student Fund. In addition, Sue has generously agreed to match up to $5,000 in contributions each year. 


Will you join Sue and your MAS colleagues by contributing to the PhD Student Fund?


MORE INFORMATION


 


      



		

		
			






            For PhD Students


The MAS PhD Student Mentorship Program


What is it?

Participating students meet with one assigned faculty mentor for about 30 minutes during the IMA Doctoral Colloquium and receive feedback on a research proposal.


Why should students apply?

This is a fantastic opportunity to spend one-on-one time with more experienced researchers and receive valuable feedback on your research proposal.


MORE INFORMATION




The MAS Global Scholars Mentoring Program


What is it?

Participating international PhD students will meet with a matched faculty mentor for four mentoring sessions of up to 45 minutes each over one year. The mentoring sessions aim to offer guidance, enhance research skills, and increase exposure to the international research community. Financial support may be provided for AAA/MAS membership fees for students facing financial hardship.


MORE INFORMATION



      



		

		
			






            Resources for Authors


Author Services


The AAA, in partnership with Editage, offers pre-submission manuscript preparation support services to authors. Editage’s highly qualified and experienced publication experts in relevant fields provide editing, translation, and publication assistance at each stage of the submission process. Post-review support is also available to help authors feel more confident in their manuscript revisions.


Get Support


PaperPal Preflight


The AAA has collaborated with PaperPal Preflight to provide a manuscript screening tool, which instantly checks your manuscript, helps you address common errors and omissions and performs a language quality review.


Learn More


      




		

		
	




           

         

       


	
		
		
		
			
				
					

										
						
							
														
													
						
							


								

									
																																								


									

									
																					

									
																			

									
										
									



									
																				
																																

									

									


									
																				
																					

									

									


									
										
																					

										
																					

									

									


									
										
																					

										
																					

									

									


									
										
																					

										
																					

										
																					

										
																					

									

									

									
										
											

												
													





            
A Letter from Our Section President
Khim Kelly, University of Central Florida


Dear Management Accounting Section (MAS) Members.


Welcome to the 2023/2024 year!


This year, we are excited to announce that we are looking for even more ways to connect with our members throughout the year. As part of this effort, we are pleased to invite you to join the MAS on LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12007279/)! Please use this platform to connect with the MAS community; to share teaching, research, and practice engagement resources; and to learn about our latest events.


The MAS started the new year with a great program put together by Todd Thornock and Curtis Hall (Co-Directors) at the 2023 AAA Annual Meeting in Denver, Colorado. Todd and Curtis organized 13 concurrent sessions and a panel session on “Teaching Management and Cost Accounting with Data Analytics”. We thank the authors who submitted 92 papers and the 130 volunteers who reviewed, discussed, and moderated for the Annual Meeting!


Continue Reading



 





 






      



																									

												
													





            
Journal


Dear MAS members, As the incoming Senior Editor of the Journal of Management Accounting Research (JMAR) for the 2022–2024 term, I am excited to announce the editorial team that will serve during my term. We will have a group of 13 Editors who are distinguished scholars ready to work with you, current and future authors and referees, on publishing high-quality and relevant management accounting research. We will also have a great new Editorial Advisory and Review Board with 44 accomplished members.


Continuing JMAR’s mission to promote diverse topics and methodological perspectives, the new editorial team covers all methods of management accounting research. Close to 50% of the team is based outside of the US, which also continues the tradition of a wide geographical representation.

Read More


      



																									

												
													





            
Research  



Research Links


AICPA


CIMA Research Funding


IMA Research Foundation

IMA Educational Case Journal 


 






      



																									

												


												
													
																									

												
													
																									

												
													
																									

												


												

												

												

												


												

												

												

											

										

									
								



							

						

					

				
			
		

	

    

        
      	
					
				





  
    






  
    
      
      






             American Accounting Association

  9009 Town Center Parkway

  Lakewood Ranch, FL 34202

  P: (941) 921-7747

  F: (941) 923-4093
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